
AV Perception Engineer
Arcadia Tractor is creating the world’s first, general purpose, truly Level 4 autonomous tractor.  We have an exciting and
ambitious roadmap to become the gold standard autonomous vehicle for agricultural applications and beyond. We
already serve the golf course maintenance market, specialty crops are next, then followed by row crops. We also see
massive opportunities for our core technology in other markets including mining, timber, earthmoving…the possibilities
are endless!

As an early stage startup we are now assembling the core technical team that will form the nucleus of the company.
We’re looking for exceptional people who relish elegantly solving practical though often difficult engineering problems,
quickly prototyping them, rapidly field-testing, and then efficiently launching products that serve the critical needs of our
customers. We need motivated people with a bias for action and the relentless tenacity to get things done.

As our AV Perception Engineer, your job will be to drive the design and development of the systems that serve as the
eyes of our tractor.

To be successful in this role you will need…

● In depth practical experience with developing and fusing perception systems using LIDAR and Camera
vision data to build a robust system that can operate in challenging environments detecting objects and
classifying them

● Experience with Ubuntu and ROS
● Coding experience with python, C, C++, etc.
● 4+ years of relative experience or equivalent academic background
● Boundless energy and enthusiasm

It will be even better if you have experience with…

● Serving on a robotics team such as FIRST, VEX, AUVSI, Lunabotics, DARPA Grand challenge, or similar
competitions

● Developing with OpenCV, and CUDA
● Prototyping with Nvidia Jetson boards, Raspberry Pi etc.

If this sounds exciting to you, please send some information about yourself.

PS we also need people with experience in localization, Camera Vision, Data Factory, Simulation, AI and ML
Engineers, Behavioral Experts, State Estimation and Controls engineers, Path Planners and Mapping experts,
Mechanical and Electrical engineers etc.

Simply put, we want our tractor to be able to live and work completely independent of human interaction, quietly working
in the background while our customer can focus on their business and customers.  Help us achieve this lofty and
important vision!

ArcadiaTractor.com

https://arcadiatractor.com/
https://arcadiatracstg.wpengine.com/about/careers/jobs-contact/

